
Requires only a glue stick, craft knife or 
scissors, ruler, pencil and a few minutes. 
All archival quality materials included.  

MAKES TWO HARDBOUND BOOKS
SEWN MINI BOOKS
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...Instructions continued on the reverse side...

K154MK HdBndSewnBk

This kit contains: Die-cut bookboard, pages, bookcloth,
decorative paper, a binder’s needle and linen thread.
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5. EXTERNAL SPINE: apply glue to
the paper side of the bookcloth spine.
Centering the top and bottom, glue
the spine to the outside book cover.

6. EXTERNAL SPINE EDGES: reap-
ply glue to the exposed bookcloth
edges. At the top of the book, at the
spine, lift the pages away from the
inside spine and cover. Under the
lifted pages, tightly wrap the glued
bookcloth around the cover. Repeat
with the remaining bookcloth edge.

7. DECORATIVE PAPER COVERS:
apply glue to the back of a decora-
tive paper cover piece. Glue the
piece to the outside cover. Tightly
wrap and glue the decorative paper
edges around the bookboard.
Repeat on the other side.

8. INSIDE COVER LINERS: apply
glue to outside of the last page.
Holding the book halfway open,
glue the last page to the inside
cover. Repeat with the first page of
the book.

MAKING THE VERTICAL BOOK:

MAKING THE HORIZONTAL BOOK:
1. BOOK COVERS: cut two 3" x 3 3/8" pieces out of a decorative
paper piece.

2. OUTSIDE SPINE: cut one 4" x 3 3/8" piece out of bookcloth.

3. PAGES & INSIDE SPINE: fold the inside spine 3 3/4" x 2 3/8" piece
in half along the 2 3/8" dimension. Make the pages by folding six 7 1/2"
x 2 1/8" text paper pieces in half along the 2 1/8" dimension. Center and
place the pages inside the spine piece. With the needle punch the
sewing holes. Sew the pages and spine together as shown.

4. FOLLOW VERTICAL BOOK STEPS #4 THROUGH #8.
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1. DECORATIVE COVERS: out of
a decorative paper piece, cut two
2 1/4" x 4 3/4" pieces.

2. OUTSIDE SPINE: out of the
bookcloth, cut one 2 3/4" x 4 3/4"
piece. Make sure a 4" x 3 3/8" piece
is left over for the second book.

3. INTERNAL SPINE & PAGES:
fold the inside spine  2 3/8" x 3 3/4"
piece in half along the 3 3/4"
dimension. Fold six 4 3/4" x 3 1/2"
text paper pieces in half along the
31/2" dimension. Center and place
these pages inside the spine
piece. With the needle punch
three sewing holes through the
pages and internal spine. Sew the
pages and spine together as
shown. On the inside of the
pages, knot and trim thread.

4. BOOKBOARD COVERS: apply
glue to an inside flap of the spine
piece. Glue bookboard cover piece
as shown. Repeat on the other side.

                                                  


